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Should we
fear?
• Should we ban AI?

• What is the risk?

• Can we control it?Harvard Independent



AI by Microsoft

• How it has been created - Transparency Note

• How it should be used - Responsible AI standards

• Data, privacy, and security 

• Implementation cheat-sheet

• Q&A



How Azure 
OpenAI 
works







Pros 
and 
Cons

What are the watch out

1. Verification becomes critical.

2. Answers may express bias, 
misinformation or inappropriate 
content.

3. Customer relationships - can not 
replace human empathy and 
support – feedback channels.

What is cool

1. Very natural.

2. Very simple to use and easy to 
access – Edge Internet Explorer.

3. Save large amount of time in 
creation 
of artifacts



Legal works in EU and the US

• EU Parliament
Generative foundation models should ensure transparency about the fact the content is generated 
by an AI system, not by humans. These specific requirements and obligations do not amount to considering 
foundation models as high risk AI systems, but should guarantee that the objectives of this Regulation to ensure a high level 
of protection of fundamental rights, health and safety, environment, democracy and rule of law are achieved.

Microsoft Word - Consolidated document CA_IMCOLIBE_AI_ACT.docx (europa.eu)

• The US
• National Institute of Standards and Technology’s (NIST) AI Risk Management Framework 

(RMF), with a final release on January 26, 2023.

• Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

• Federal Trade Commission (FTC) - advertising
The EU and U.S. diverge on AI regulation: A transatlantic comparison and steps to alignment (brookings.edu)

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/resources/library/media/20230516RES90302/20230516RES90302.pdf
https://www.brookings.edu/research/the-eu-and-us-diverge-on-ai-regulation-a-transatlantic-comparison-and-steps-to-alignment/


Azure OpenAI

Content 

generation

Call center analytics: 
automatically generate 

responses to customer inquiries

Generate personalized UI 

for your website

Summarization

Call center analytics: 
summary of customer 

support conversation logs

Subject matter expert document: 
summarization (e.g. Financial 

reporting, analyst articles)

Social media trends 

summarization

Code
generation

Convert natural language to SQL 

(or vice versa) for telemetry data

Convert natural language to 

query proprietary data models

Code documentation

Semantic 
search

Search reviews for a specific 

product/service

Information discovery and 

knowledge mining

Examples of multiple model use cases
End to end call center analytics: classification, sentiment, entity extraction, summarization and email generation

Customer 360: hyper-personalisation using timely summarization of customer queries & trends, search, and content generation

Business process automation: search through structured & unstructured documentation, generate code to query data models, content generation

Top Capabilities and Use Cases



Data is stored encrypted in your Azure subscription

Azure OpenAI Service provisioned in your Azure subscription

Model fine tuning stays in your Azure subscription 

and never moves into the foundation AI models 

Private Virtual Networks, Role Based Access Control

Encrypted with Customer Managed Keys 

Soc2, ISO, HIPPA, CSA STAR Compliant

Your data is your data

Your data from any fine-tuning 

is not used to train the 

foundation AI models

Microsoft Azure Cloud

Runs on trust

Your data is protected by 

the most comprehensive enterprise 

compliance and security controls



Human-in-the-loop review



Opting - out



Responsible AI implementation cheat-sheet



The cheat sheet
Download the Impact Assessment Template >

GitHub - microsoft/ResponsibleAIAccelerator: Repo to hold examples of responsible model assessment for a variety of different verticals such as healthcare and financial services

https://query.prod.cms.rt.microsoft.com/cms/api/am/binary/RE5cmFk
https://github.com/microsoft/ResponsibleAIAccelerator/tree/main


Future of AI



Terminator can be GOOD ☺



Thank you!

Tomasz Pelczarski

tomaszpe@microsoft.com
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